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The exhibition format «Collection on Display» presents works from the collection of the
Migros Museum für Gegenwartskunst as a three-part themed series with the title Communities, Rules and Rituals. The first exhibition, Communities, showcases artists who
adopt different perspectives to scrutinise issues involving «communities». The works
address the construction of collective identities and focus on the resultant distinction
from a possible Other.
The term «community» is one of modernity’s most-used keywords. In everyday language,
«community» generally has positive connotations and equates to a grouping, within which there is
an emotional bond, familiarity and/or security. Today, the «community» often appears as an utopian model alternative to modern «society», which entails alienation, disorientation and loss of
meaning. The notion of a clear distinction between «community» and «society» was formed by
sociologist Ferdinand Tönnies at the end of the 19th century. It was also Tönnies who defined these
two terms as we understand them today. Thus, «community» represents lasting emotional bonds
between people, while «society» embodies rational, purpose-oriented associations. To an increasing extent over the following decades, this pair of categories was adopted as part of a one-sided
culturally pessimistic perspective and ultimately absorbed by national socialism – an occurrence
that shaped the concept of «community» in a clearly negative manner, at least in a scientific context. Since the societal developments of the 1970s, the concept has again appeared more frequently. In general, «community» as a concept of practical politics or as a utopian counterpoint to
bourgeois modern society, always thrives in times of crisis because nothing is more political than
the question of «we».
Since the mid-1990s, Atelier van Lieshout has presented a counterpoint to bourgeois society.
Based on the idea of self-sufficient lifestyles and a system of absolute independence, Atelier van
Lieshout produces objects, furniture and architectures, such as AVL Shaker Table, AVL Shaker
Chair, AVL Men (1999), which can also be understood as functional solutions for life in a community outside the traditional rules of society. At an early stage, weapons also appeared in the world
of Atelier van Lieshout, for example in the form of assembly instructions: Ohne Titel (Projekt AVLM
80–Moutier) (1999). This can be seen as an indication that establishing a boundary with regard
to an exterior is a central aspect of the logic of collectivisation and that in extreme cases, violence
would be used in order to protect one's own values and ways of life.
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The concept of inclusion/exclusion also plays a central role in the piece Minibar (2000) by Alicia
Framis. In this case, women are welcomed in a room that is completely oriented towards relaxation
and wellbeing. Thus, for a moment, the female observer who enters the modular space becomes
part of a community that is set up in the manner seen more and more frequently in our present-day
world: a community in which the individual is not permanently integrated, a community that is
instead fluid, event-oriented, localised, temporary and able to disperse again immediately.
The piece by Daniel Knorr refers to a particular type of closed community: Site Inspection
(2005) consists of a collection of 33 flags from student associations based in Göttingen. This
work is particularly effective at enabling an understanding of what it takes, besides shared values
and convictions, to guarantee that a community will hold together on the long term, namely: a kind
of exhilaration («collective effervescence», as Émile Durkheim calls it) that is evoked again and
again in recurring collective rituals. The flag not only serves the student association as a symbol
of togetherness and a shared worldview, it also has the status of a cult object, like those known
from religious contexts. The flags' stains and signs of usage suggest that they have been part of
ritual activities.
Many of the semi-documentary works by Phil Collins are produced in conflict-laden regions,
where the social fabric of a community is put to the test. For example, the photographs under the
title drumcree (2000–2002) address conflicts caused by carrying out ritual activities in face of
opposition from other communities. They thematise the annual parades of the Protestant Orange
Order through predominantly Catholic parts of Portadown in Northern Ireland, which regularly
lead to outbreaks of violence. At the same time, the artist uses them to question the status of the
photograph as a medium of representation.
In her artwork, Cady Noland pursues a form of social archaeology that has the political and
social dimension of the public space at its core. For instance, this is also the case in Ohne Titel
(Brick Wall) (1993–1994), which is both the image of a brick wall and, at the same time, an aluminium panel that simulates the function of a wall. Here, the brick wall, which to this day is a
symbol of the working class, is formally reduced to a mere decorative element, suggesting a parallel with the urban space where, in the course of the upgrading of former workers' settlements, a
change has taken place in terms of the social communities inhabiting it.
The video Catch (1997) by Steve McQueen shows a portrait view of the artist, alternating
with one of his older sisters. Here, the change of perspective from one person to the other is not
made by means of film editing, but by the running camera being thrown back and forth between
them, like in a children's ball game. In this piece, like in many of his early works, the conditions of
representation are a central component of the content. What is shown, in itself, makes an implicit
and ambiguous reference to the artist's family relationships and social affiliations, revealing his
interest in who is depicted and how they are depicted.
Group of 19 Photographs (2011) by Shirana Shahbazi includes photographs from different
pictorial genres and series of works by the artist – including her early work Goftare Nik / Good
Words (1998–2003). Here, the artist questions our ability to «read» everyday images from another
culture: How does a person who has acquired a language, a range of social practices and firm
ideas about values from a cultural community in the process of socialisation, interpret signs and
gestures that are based on a different cultural influence?
Using the medium of photography, the 1980s works by Lothar Baumgarten revolve around
the view of the other, as well as the naming of the other via language – a key asset of communities.
The series of works entitled Vom Aroma der Namen (On the Aroma of Names, 1985) depicts
words that are mostly incomprehensible at first and can only be accessed by members of the
respective indigenous South American cultures from which these terms originally come. However,
upon closer reading, the observer finds out that the plant names are the result of a linguistic mixture of the indigenous root words and Spanish word-finding. The words thus become evidence of
colonial naming practice and the placement of the «newly discovered» within European nomenclatures.
The manifesto of the autistic Amanda Baggs, which provides the basis for the video The Shape
of a Right Statement (2008) by Wu Tsang, asks the question why the majority of people deny
the status of personhood to people who cannot express themselves verbally, whereas on the other
hand, nobody tries to understand or «learn» an autistic person's language, their thinking, their
being-in-the-world. Here, Tsang criticises conservative normative tendencies that delegitimise
those community members who are different, or want to be different, and he draws attention to
discrimination that is based on linguistic structures.
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Atelier van Lieshout
AVL-Shakertable, AVL-Shakerchair,
AVL-Men, 1999
Wood, polyester, polyurethane foam
Dimensions variable

Alicia Framis
Minibar, 2000
Wood, fabric, lighting
300 x 300 x 300 cm

Daniel Knorr
Site Inspection, 2005
Flags
33 parts: dimensions variable

Atelier van Lieshout
Ohne Titel (Projekt AVLM 80 –
Moutier), 1999
Blueprint
7 parts: each 69 x 99.5 cm

Steve McQueen
Catch, 1997
Single-channel video projection
(color, no sound)
1:54 min

Shirana Shahbazi
Group of 19 Photographs, 2011
C-print on aluminum
19 parts: each 34 x 27 cm
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Cady Noland
Ohne Titel (Brick Wall), 1993–1994
Silkscreen on aluminum
153 x 306 x 1 cm

Wu Tsang
The Shape of a Right Statement,
2008
Single-channel video on monitor
(color, sound), plinth
5:0 min
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Lothar Baumgarten
Vom Aroma der Namen, 1985
Heliography and silkscreen on paper
6 parts: each 84 x 64 cm

Phil Collins
drumcree #2, 2000–2002
Color photograph
52 x 64 cm

Phil Collins
LA #2, 2000–2002
Color photograph
52 x 71 cm

Phil Collins
drumcree #1, 2000–2002
Color photograph
52 x 71 cm

Phil Collins
LA #1, 2000–2002
Color photograph
52 x 71 cm

Phil Collins
LA #3, 2000–2002
Color photograph
52 x 71 cm
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Phil Collins
face value, 2000–2002
Color photograph
52 x 71 cm
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